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Fall 2005

Columbia College Chicago Theater Center

hile theater as it is taught at Columbia is primarily an interpretive art, there is much
original work created-plays, solo performance pieces, dramaturgical notes and historical and instructional books. This first Departmental journal, aptly titled Beginnings,
has a wide variety of pieces included, from creative non-fiction to scenes and monologues, with some in-process book chapters tossed in along the way. "The Journal"
gives a snapshot of the vitality of the Department, and we hope you enjoy it.
Susan Padveen, Editor
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Building a Character Within an Ensemble Through the Games
by Sheldon Patinkin
n the mid-so·s, while I was the director of Second City and, along with
Jo Forsberg, one of the improv teachers training people in the skills
involved in being funny on your feet without swearing or dropping your
pants-long before there was an official Second City Training Center or
even a Players Workshop-Paul Sills decided he wanted to see what happened when you applied the rules of many of his mother Viola Spolin's improvisational games on an already existing text. Since a group of people playing
the games together invariably creates an ensemble, why not see what happens when playing them on the text of an ensemble-driven play? We recruited a cast for Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard. Paul felt there should be no
directors, only players, so we were both part of the cast against my better
judgment and talent; but since we weren't going to perform it for an audience, okay. Paul played the guy who ends up buying the orchard, and I played
the perpetual student.
For three nights a week for most of a year, we played many of Viola's
games on every scene in the play. It all came together for me one night
playing the game Contact on the third-act scene between the student and
Madam Ranevskaya. The rule of Contact is that you can't talk unless you've
first made justified physical contact with the person you're talking to.
There's a stage direction at the top of one the student's speeches that says
he delivers it "in tears." In all the times we'd worked on the scene, I couldn't
find any reason to be in tears and didn't want to fake it, so I never cried.
Then we played it in Contact and I burst into tears on making contact before
saying the line. (I won't say what I found, since it's probably not what
Chekhov had in mind,)
The point is that in Contact, you know how it feels to need to touch the
other character, how it feels to actually touch the other character, and how
the other character feels being touched by you. I soon realized that the games
could supply something otherwise lacking in the training of actors, most particularly by focusing concern on what's going on between the characters,
whether verbalized or not. When I later started teaching acting classes, a lot
of my techniques came from that Cherry Orchard experiment, and I therefore
have the students play games before starting work on scripted scenes. (The
exercises and games I use are based on Viola's, but they're often in less than
their purest form.) And when I teach improv classes now, they're not for people who want to learn how to improvise; they're for people who want to learn
more about acting. In fact, I immediately assure them that I'm not looking for
good scenes (scenes that might be repeatable and end up in a show), and
that they're not obligated to be funny.
Most acting systems are about teaching the actor how to think and feel in
character in order to become the character rather than turning the character
2
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Sheldon Patinkin in class.

into the actor. However, what they don't usually concentrate on enough is
what's going on between the characters, and how much of your focus has to
be on the others. Since I usually teach people who've already had training. I
concentrate less on the character's "spine" (his/her given circumstances and
general wants from life) and far more on how that spine produces what your
character wants from the other characters from moment to moment when
you're on stage with them, and why you want these things. (It's the "why"
that usually connects back to the character's spine.) Playing Viola's games
helps you learn how to play moment to moment. After all, in an improv you
don't know what the next moment is unless you're listening to, watching and
reacting to the others. And the games help you learn about how to break
more of your focus off yourself, how to give as well as take, how to receive
as well as give, and how to know not just what you need from the others, but
also what the others need from you, whether your character is willing to give
it or not. In other words, the games help an actor understand how to be part
of an ensemble, where everyone is alive to everyone else every moment
they're on stage together.
For me, an ideal class is twelve, which means you can do teams of two, three,
four and six. depending on the exercise or game. I start the first class by having
all the students do a Space Walk, moving through the acting space, getting them
to feel their whole body moving through the space-not visualizing it, not conceptualizing it, feeling it. After a while, they start moving through the space in
slow motion, then slower, then slower still, all the time feeling their bodies pushing through the space. Then it's back to normal speed, this time making eye contact vvith all the others moving through the space with them, making sure that

they both see and be seen, and even1ualty see and be seen head to toe. They
continue seeing and being seen as they move faster, then faster, then faster still.
Then they freeze while I explain Stage Picture: "With one movement up, down,
sideways, or whatever, when I call 'Stage Picture.' I want to be able to see everyone's face from where I'm standing." If they don't accomplish it. they have to
slart moving around again at top speed, freeze, ·s1age Piclure, • until they get it
right. Of course, 111)' and stand where it will be most difficult tor them to get it
right So now they've gotten themselves into the space and have started to build
an awareness of the others.
I do a Space Walk at lhe beginning of every class. with variations.
In the second class, after Stage Picture, they slart moving around at normal
speed again for a little while, seeing and being seen head 10 toe, then they
freeze. close !heir eyes, relax, keep their eyes closed, and change something
about their appearance, what they're wearing, with their hair, or whatever
(but not their posture). After everyone has made some change, they open
their eyes and move around, seeing if they can figure out wha1 each person
has changed, without saying it. Then we go around the group, calling oul
each person's change. In the lhird class, instead of getting them 10 move
faster after slow motion, they continue moving normally, seeing and being
seen, then they close their eyes and continue moving normally. When they
come in contact with someone, they have to stop and, with eyes still closed,
figure oul who it is. When they know, they continue moving till the nex1con1ac1, etc. No sounds. After enough of this, they go back to moving around
wilh !heir eyes still closed but ignore when they come in contact and just
keep moving. Then they freeze, eyes still closed, and see if they know where
they are in the room, if someone is near them, and if so, who. When they
1hink they know, or have given up, they can open their eyes but have to
remain still till everyone's eyes are open. Usually there's one person left with
his/her eyes still closed, and I signal lhe 01hers to quielly surround him/her so
that when she/he opens his/her eyes, everyone's looking at him/her. (I'll stop
being politically correct now and just sort of alternate pronouns.) In other
classes they do Space Walk changing their centers of gravity and initiating
movement with some other part of their bodies, or move through the space
as a character they're working on, whatever. Always it includes seeing and
being seen head to toe by the rest of by what is now an ensemble.
After Space Walk, they count off into two groups of six, and each team plays
Give and Take while the other team serves as a quiet audience. It's an exercise with a simple rule and is, for me, the skeleton of everything there is to
know about being part of an ensemble. The rule is that only one person can
be in motion at a time. All six begin in a frozen position, then one of them is
told to start motion while the others remain frozen-all they can move are
their eyes. Motion moves to another player in one ol two ways: either 1he
person in motion gives it by freezing in front of someone who must immedi·
ately start moving, though not necessarily by continuing the giver's motion;
or someone who's frozen begins to move and the person in motion has to
freeze ins1antly. No one is to make sounds. I side-coach when someone's

anns keep moving after she's frozen, when someone continues for a step or
two after the motion has been taken from him, when there's too much give
and not enough take or vice versa, etc. I'll also occasionally ask the person in
motion to give it to the person who's been frozen lhe longest. Each team conlinues playing for several minutes-at least unlil !hey all get it right. They do
lhis exercise each class after Space Walk for two or 1hree classes in a row,
and periodically throughout the rest of the classes. By the third class, after
the second team has been playing it for long enough, I add the first team one
at a time by telling each of them to join by laking lhe motion. Soon the whole
class/ensemble is playing it togelher.
Unlike Viola and Paul, I find it helpful to talk a bil about lhe purposes and
results of some of the games and exercises. After the first time they play
Give and Take, we lalk for a while about what they found mosl difficult to
accomplish while playing: knowing when it's been taken from you? freezing
completely? taking immediately when it's been given to you? taking? giving?
Things to know about yourself. We also talk about 1he exercise as the skeleton of being part of an ensemble: 1wo people moving at the same time is a
dialogue overlap (which can be in1entional in a play but never in Give and
Take); not knowing who's been frozen the longest: not knowing when someone else has taken focus; not making sure lhe person in focus knows !hat
you're taking focus; etc. In other words, Give and Take is lhe beginning of
learning to splil your focus so 1hat you know what"s going on all around
you-essenlial to being part of an ensemble.
Next is Bus Stop, a basic exercise in building a characler. Again the students count off into two teams of six. About mid-way upstage, we set up six
chairs (with backs and without arms) in a slraight line, nearly touching each
other and facing the audience. The first team sits on the chairs; 1he other
team is the audience. The firs! team is told 10 silently pick an age (above
puberty and below senility, please) and an occupalion they wish to become.
I side-coach them into silently physicalizing the age, moving from toes to
head, including the face and the five senses. Then they add the physicalization of the occupa1ion through these queslions: ·whal parts of your body
work better because this is your occupation? What parts are in less good
tune? What does this occupa1ion do 10 your view of lhe world and of 1he
people in it?" Then lhey·re told they're al a bus slop, where 1he bus will be
coming from. where it will stop, and that it's morning. Then they answer the
following questions silently: ·where are you coming from? How do you feel
about where you're coming from? Where are you going 10? How do you feel
about where you're going to? How do you feel about having to take a bus?"
i.e. basic given circums1ances. They make eye contac1 wilh lhe others at
the bus stop, see and be seen, but wi1hout forming relalionships, and no
talking. Then: "The bus is a block away." After a while "The bus is half a
block away." After a while, "The bus is arriving. Get up and gel 1he bus:
Once they're all up and waiting, probably in line, either the bus goes by
wi1hou1 passing or 1he bus is slalled in lraffic. After another while, anolher
bus or lhe original bus is arriving. Then "The bus is here, gel on the bus one
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at a time, go back to your original seat, hold on to your character, and listen
to what's about to be said without reacting." The audience is asked to say
what they got as the age and occupation of each of the players. (It's important to realize that it can usually only be done in age categories and in types
of occupations such as blue collar, white collar, mid-range executive, etc.,
though sometimes the audience can get much more exact than that.} The
players take what they've heard and make adjustments if the audience didn't
get it right, including mimed props if they'll help. Then they go back to waiting for the bus, getting on the bus, going back to the seats, and once again
hearing what the audience thinks each player's age and occupation is, followed by the player saying what it is. Usually whatever adjustments the
players make, if any are needed, are more specific, though also often more
cliched in order to make things clearer without dialogue or context.
This exercise is a minimal start at building the physical life of a character,
since how you feel about yourself affects how you look, how you look affects
how you feel about yourself. Both affect what you want from life and what
you want from others, and both are nearly equally important to building a
character rather than making the character into yourself. (The more different
characters you can play, the more work there might be for you.} The physical
life of your character includes body language: how and when to gesture, how
to sit, what kind of stride to take when walking, general posture, what kind of
clothing your character is wearing and how that affects movement and posture, etc. It also includes what kind of voice and vocal range to use. Since
much of this is found through trial and error, it's best to start on it at more or
less the same time you're building the inside. Sometimes it helps to go to the
zoo, find an animal or bird that somehow reminds you of the character.
Thel}-l)ack home, please-be the animal (including the face}, move around
like it, and gradually humanize it until you're moving like a person but retaining whatever makes sense of the physical characteristics of the animal.
It's valuable to find at least one minor physical difference between the
actor and the character; it makes getting into character easier. I don't mean a
limp or a lisp; it's rarely necessary to go to an extreme. But something, no
matter how slight, that makes you feel you're in your character's body and
voice. Work in front of a full-length mirror; record yourself. Better still, have
someone video you so you can watch yourself after you've done it rather
than while you're doing it. Everything to do with examining how you could
look, how you could speak, how you could move, how you could gesture, is
work, and has to be reapplied to every new character.

--------

So much for opening warm-ups, exercises and talks. Ifs time for the first
game, which means planning a scene. There are several categories to be
decided on while a team is planning, some depending on the game, some for
any game. Most of the language is from Viola, created originally for teaching
children, and therefore very simple {If you want more complete descriptions
of terms. exercises and games, get her book, Improvisation for the Theatre).
The who is who you are-your character, including such givens as age, race,
education, occupation, sexual orientation, marital status, status, etc.
4
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The where is where the scene takes place, including entrances, furniture,
windows, appliances or machinery, everything permanently there. (It's best
to draw it out so everyone on the team has it clearly in mind, since they can
only use chairs and maybe a table, though for Viola and Paul it's only chairs.
Sometimes I think it would be best not to mime props, most actors are so
bad at it.}
The what is a mutual physical activity everyone can participate in during
the scene, though it's not necessary always to be doing it, or that everyone
be doing it at the same time. Discussing something isn't a physical activity.
Fishing isn't mutual unless there's only one pole or it's a fishing class. Sports,
cards and board games are hard to mime. You get the idea.
The opening emotional state, including why your character is in it, is
exactly that. Be in it before starting the scene, and be able to heighten it,
lessen it, or change it soon after the scene begins. (I assume actors know
what to use to get themselves into an opening emotional state. I also
assume they know not to tell anyone what they use, or it'll stop working
for them. No one knows why.)
The want- which soon becomes a main focus of the classes- is what
your character wants from each of the other characters, and the why is why
he wants it. (like so much acting language, the concept has many other
words for the same thing depending on the acting system being taught,
including "objective," "intention," ·motivation," etc.) There are two kinds of
wants. Outer wants are ones you can directly ask for; in a script, they're
probably in the dialogue, although you can ask for a light for a cigarette without saying anything, you can offer someone a chair or food or a poisoned
drink without saying anything, etc. Inner wants are harder or impossible to
ask for in the circumstances, so that you have to try and get them without
directly asking for them- things like love, sex, money, divorce, admission of
guilt, etc. In a script they're subtext and, if finally verbalized, only under great
duress. For a script, choose character and play wants, both outer and inner,
that help you understand why this is the next moment. And don't be satisfied
with what already works; keep on looking for more layers, more possible
moment to moment choices. The worst that can happen is that something
you try doesn't work; so you won't try that one again. Big deal. Unless you're
willing to be wrong, you won't try things that might be right for a particular
moment. Better to be an asshole than a chicken shit.
Figuring out more wants to try is mostly an actor's homework rather than
something you get directed into during rehearsals-just like learning lines.
(Until the lines are memorized, you can't genuinely start listening to and seeing the others.) The fluctuating circumstances of each moment on stage pro·
duce your character's fluctuating emotional states, and the fluctuating emotional states are caused by how near or far your character is from getting
what she wants from the other characters on stage at each moment, then
gauging how to proceed accordingly. In other words, you must be fully present to each moment in order to know how it affects those wants. That's the
most exciting part of the work. You should also have at least one inner want

•
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going for each other character on stage with you, even if you ultimately have
to ask for it. Then you're playing subtext, which always makes your character
more interesting by giving him more depth and dimension; something more is
going on inside than he's saying. (By the fourth improv class, a lot of our
focus is on planning and playing inner wants.)
Many directors go into the first day of rehearsal knowing what the spine of
the play is for them-what the play is about for them, what it's saying to
them. This is usually communicated to the actors. The director may also
know what the spine of each character is and how it fits into the spine of the
play. How much of this he chooses to communicate to the actors is a variable. As an actor, you don't have to know what he sees as the theme of the
play and how your character lits into said theme, but as part of an ensemble,
it helps. It helps you understand where focus is from moment to moment and
how your character contributes to it. The more you know about the whole
thing, the more you understand what your job is in it from moment to
moment. And the more you understand what your job is in i~ the more you
can play each moment, whether you're the focus of that moment or not.
If there's time for planning and playing two games in the lirst class, I start
with Who Am I? Count off into groups of three. Each team chooses one of the
three to leave the room while the other two plan the following information for
all three: who the third person is and who they are in relationship to her and
to each other, where they are, and something all three are waiting for that
will not happen during the scene. The whos are to be relationships- friends,
relatives, fellow workers, etc. What they're all waiting for can't be something
like an agent and a manager with a rock star, waiting for her to sign a contract, because the rock star isn't waiting for that. Here are a couple of examples I'd rather never see again: triplets waiting to be born, siblings waiting for
Santa Claus, parents and child waiting to see the principal. The scene must
then be played as if all three of the players know all the planned information.
If the person who doesn't know says something that doesn't fit the circumstances, the others must correct her in character in dialogue, or she'll think
what she said is correct. The scene is over when she says, in dialogue, who
she is, who the other two are in relationship to her, where they are, and what
they're all waiting for. No one is to ask questions-the two who know
because she doesn't know, the one who doesn't know because she's supposed to know. It's all about listening, responding, and helping. Of course, if
you help too much too soon, it'll be a very short scene.
If there's time for planning and playing only one game, I save Who Am I?
for the second class and proceed directly to Word Game. Word Game is a
sort of charades game, and a good way to introduce a class to how to plan a
scene, since the subject matter is a given. Count off into two teams of six.
Each team is to pick a word which can itself be divided into two words,
though not a compound word like "baseball" or "lunchtime." It should rather
be words like ·masterful." "pristine." ·expectorate." "Sheldon· or-with a lit·
tie stretching-words like ·syllable" ("silly-bull") or "fanny· ("fan-knee").
Don't spend a lot of time picking the word; it's not important. Then divide the

word into its two halves, and for each half. pick whos, whats and wheres
that will illustrate it without actually saying it. After the teams have finished
planning, each team does both words in order, and the audience has to guess
the word after both scenes have been performed.
The first time the class plays Word Game, the scenes are usually pretty
short, pretty silly, and not usually very good. Not a problem. I point out to
them that I purposely left out planning wants, and that therefore they had
nothing much to do on stage but illustrate the word. In the second class. they
play Word Game again, but this time they're also told to plan an outer want
for each of the other characters in the scene and know why they want it, and
they're to tell each other their wants as part of the planning. It can be the
same want for all (though that's not really a good idea), the same want for
some, or different wants for each. The scenes get longer and better. After the
audience guesses the word, they're asked if they could tell what wants were
being played.

I soon realized that the games could supply
something otherwise lacking in the training
of actors, most particularly by focusing
concern on what's going on between the
characters, whether verbalized or not.
Next time they play Word Game, one of their words has to be played in
Gibberish. First they do Gibberish Sell: each of them invents a one-minute
commercial for a product they have to sell to the class in gibberish. It's also a
good idea to do Gibberish Story: each of them tells a partner in gibberish
about some incident in his life, preferably fairly brief; when the story is finished, the partner tells the story to the audience in English.
After three or at most four times of playing Word Game, they're ready to
plan scenes without the crutch of tying them to a word. They're also ready to
start playing inner wants, which they are told to invent for each of the other
players as part of the planning. But unlike the who, what, where and outer
wants, they're not to tell each other their inner wants (by then, they should
also be preparing opening emotional states and why they're in them). With
inner wants. it's usually better to start with no more than three or four on a
team. (I rarely ask them to plan two-person scenes; they're not as much help
in building ensemble techniques.) One of the most helpful inner-wants games
is when the rule of the game requires each player to figure out and say in dialogue what the other players' inner wants are for her.
Inventing wants for an improv is difficult at first. The more important to
you your wants are-i.e. the higher the stakes- the more likely you are to
Columbia College Chicago Theater Center I Beginnings
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lind the most dramatic and interesting ways of pursuing them, relaxing, pressurizing or changing your tactics as you realize how close or far you are from
getting them. It's also imponant to phrase wants as positives, panicularfy in
improvs. Instead of ·1want you out of my life," which means you want the
actor to leave the stage. what could he do that would make it all right for him
to stay in your character's life? You're not likely to get it, but that's what
you've got to work for for as long as possible. Wants should never be
phrased with not's and don·rs. Find the positive and don't give up on it until
there's no hope left. And if you get a want, invent another one to play on the
spot, or you'll lose focus on that person.
Along with Contact, here are some of the other exercises and games we play
for building ensemble techniques: What's Beyond? Each student, one at a
time, enters from one side of the stage, moves across, doing whatever needs
to be done, and exits on the other side. No dialogue, no other people. By the
behavior, the audience should know where he's entering from, what the area
is on stage. and where he's exiting to. In other words, are your choices clear
and specific enough to communicate what's beyond?
Talk Mirror. The students play mirror in couples. side-coached into alternating who's the mirror and who's the initiator. After a while, they must also
alternate mirroring each other's speech-which is to be spoken at normal
speed.
Three-way Mirror. The students play mirror in threes, side-coached into
rotating clockwise who are the mirrors and who's the initiator.
Three-way Conversation. Three chairs are set up side by side facing the
audience. Chairs 1 and 3 have silently picked topics they want to have conversations about. When I say go. they both stan their separate conversations
with the person in Chair 2. who has to carry on both conversations simultaneously without ever combining them. No questions allowed. Everyone in the
class has the opponunity to sit in all three chairs, having chosen different
topics for when he's in Chair 1 and when he's in Chair 3.
Entrances and Exits. It's more about giving focus than about getting focus.
Four or more people per team plan a scene (who, what. where, outer wants.
opening emotion) with at least four or five places to enter or exit. There must
always be at least two people on stage. Everyone has to try to make as many
entrances and exits as possible. Only one person can enter or exit at a time.
However. you can't make an entrance or an exit unless everyone else on
stage is looking at you while you're doing it. Funhermore, you can't announce
an exit ('Tm going to get some tea"), and you can't talk off-stage to make an
entrance. If an entrance or exit is made. and not everyone on stage is looking
at you, you have to go back. It's a very hard game. and they usually fail miserably the first time or two they play it.
Preoccupation. It's another great split-focus game. Three to five people per
team plan a scene (as with Entrances and Exits, inner wants would make
things too complicated and would split focus into too many shards). They
must make sure the what is very physical and very mutual. (An assembly
line, for instance, isn't mutual; each person has a separate job.) They're told
6
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they'll all have to panicipate in the activity throughout the scene. They also
have to plan a topic of conversation not related to the physical activity. While
doing the scene, they cannot talk about the physical activity, although they
have to keep talking as well as working throughout. The topic of conversation
is something they can stan with or fall back on; they don't have to keep to it
exclusively. They can talk about anything they want except the activity. (It's
therefore best that the wants not be connected to the activity, though the
students don't have to know that.) Also a very hard game, it too is prone to
first-time failure.
Acting is pretending to be other people; it's "make believe." as Laurette
Taylor. the original Amanda in The Glass Menagerie, called it. It's
Stanislavsky's ·magic if: When we were kids playing cops and robbers or
impersonating the gym teacher, whatever, we were fully committed to playing what we were playing, and it was real for us. We didn't judge ourselves
in terms of whether we were doing it well or not. and neither did anyone
else. That's what the actor has to get back to. We didn't know there was
such a thing as technique, we didn't know there was such a thing as the an
of acting; we were playing. (Actually, we were improvising in character.) The
actor needs to build her technique strong enough, in class work and during
the rehearsal process. so that by performance time, she can go back to just
play, like when we were kids. Sure, it's hard. It's harder work than anybody
who doesn't do it understands it or can understand it. But it can't look hard.
Building a character is reading the script, paying attention to what's said
about your character as well as what your character says, and gradually,
both externally and internally, finding that in you and that not in you that go
together to make how you play that character. But how you play him/her is
also dependent on and built off of how the other actors play their characters.
To the extent that, if there's a cast change. it won't change the psychology
of your character. but it's likely to change how you play any given moment
with that new actor. And it should. Hopefully you're free enough and know
your character well enough to play each moment as that moment that time.
Being together in the moment is. ultimately, the core of everything I teach
and direct.
This article adapted from a chapter ol Almanac al Improvisation by Anne Libera, 2004
Northwestern University Press.
Sheldon Patinkin chairs the Columbia College Chicago Theater Department and also
teaches acting, directing, and musical theater history. He is Artistic Consultant for rwo
of Chicago's preeminent theaters, The Second Ciry /with which he's been associated
since its founding/ end Steppenwolf Theatre Company. He has dfrected and/or written
more than 100 plays, musicals, and revues in Chicago and around the country. He is
the author of The Second City: Backstage at the Worlds Greatest Comedy Theater
(Sourcebooks, 2000) and Keeping Up With the Times, a rextbook on the history of
American musical theater. to be published next year by Northwestern Universiry Press.

Can I Wear Your Hat?
by Michael Pogue

'

l.ook, this hat has more power than you can imagine. You just can't
throw it on your head. You have to know how to wear it right. Can't
wear it straight. Can't wear it backwards because everyone wears it
that way when they don't want it to be straight. Not everyone wears it
to the side. Because when you wear it to the side, you have to get just
enough angle to be cool but not silly. Or looking like a child playing costume
in the clothing department. Cock the hat to the side. On a lean. It does some·
thing to your head. It begins to lean on the same angle. Now me, I sometimes lean my head to the left naturally. But with a hat on. it just intensifies
my sex appeal. I walk down the street like a cat in the Harlem Renaissance
who just graduated from Brixton Academy in London. strutting down Lenox
Ave on my way to the Cotton Club, for some Duke melody and Ella scattin'. A
tisket a tasket someone dropped their brown and yellow basket. I pick it up
and give it back to a woman who smiles and winks right back to me. She
thanks me, I kiss her hand and move like a cloud.
Out of sight out of mind, got my third eye on the enlightened path. Gotta
know how to move and groove in your hat. Wear dat shit like you fucking
king. Nobody can't say a damn thing how you wear your crown.
When I go out, I don't abuse its powers. I just let it be, let it sit. It's just a
hat. A hat that draws a lot of attention. Or at least, gives a gin something to
compliment me on. Break the ice. Say something. For example:
A few months ago, I'm in a blues club dancing, steppin' by myself. A
woman in stiletto heels dances and sways my way with her back to me. I
don't say anything. I'm here for the music. She turns around, smiles, reaches
out and touches the brim of my hat. She says she likes it and I look good in
it. I nod my head and say thank you. She asks to dance with me and I say
why not, please do. So we dance to the end of the song and while we're
applauding for the band, she extends her hand and introduces herself.
"Hi, my name's Ashley."
"Nice to meet you Ashley. My name is Michael. Thank you, for dancing
with me."
Then she bows to me and walks away.
Now, that's a very artist thing to do. Or maybe she takes a lot of yoga
classes. Either way, that shit is hot. In my head, "God she looks a lot like
Ashley Judd. And her name is Ashley. What a coincidence. I'm not going to
say anything. that she looks like a movie star. I'm sure she gets that all the

Out of sight out of mind, got my third eye on
the enlightened path. Gotta know how to
move and groove in your hat. Wear dat shit
like you fucking king. Nobody can't say a
damn thing how you wear your crown.
time." A few minutes later the MC is on the mic and brings attention to all
the patrons in the bar, that the Judds are here tonight on their day off from a
concert tour and their acting sister is with them as well. At that moment, my
head begins to glow in this light green shade and hums, vibrating on the top
of my head. I take it off and look at it. "This fucking hat is my new best
friend: I put it back on quickly and sit on my excitement of dancing with a
movie star. For the band's next set, I go back to the floor cool with no care in
the world, and Ashley Judd comes back for another dance.
Yeah, that's power. It's like the Tao. Being without being. You would defeat
the purpose if you put all your energy into the hat. It has nothing to do with
the hat, per se. It's your attitude and how you dress it. You want to know if
you can wear my hat. The answer is no. You would disrespect yourself and
mock my style. I'm not letting that go down. But I usually don't say these
things when someone asks me this. I just say politely with a smile, "No."
Michael Pogue is a senior acting major. This monologue was
written for a Solo Performance class ar Columbia.
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The Box Theatre Group
by Meg Graves
he Box Theatre Group is an entirely female ensemble that came
together in the summer of 2002. It seems there are so many theater companies popping up all over the place. And why not? We
did it for the same reason as everyone else does: we liked working
with each other. Debates among friends about the difficulty of finding companies or productions that represented our own unique personality and perspective quickly turned into discussions among professionals about goals for the
future. We all had the same goal: To bring a powerful, unique, and entirely
female perspective to Chicago theater. Under the theory that a bundle of
sticks is stronger than just one stick, an ensemble was formed.
We knew it wouldn"t be as simple and idealistic as that, yes, but we had
no idea exactly how not simple it would be. If you're thinking about staning
up a theater company, here are a few basic (very basic) things we have
found along the way, and would like to share with you. Competition is a good
thing, right? (Wink wink)
1.

2.

8

Squabble. Stick to your guns, most definitely, but listen to your fellow
ensemble members. Talk about things, argue about things, it will only
make you and the ensemble stronger. Ifs the best way to feel out how
you and the ensemble feel about EVERYTHING. That said, on to closelylinked #2:
Don't personalize things (too much). We know... near impossible,
right? Well, try, dammit. These are first and foremost your friends. And
you·re only going to be spending more time with and getting to know
them better. .. waaaaay better. Phew. Lots of head butting will take
place, and we know, when you feel strongly about something and someone doesn't agree, it can be devastating. That said, keep that exact feeling in mind when you don't agree with someone else.

3.

Know your legal and business stuff. Get a Board of Directors, they are
very helpful. Become a corporation, file with the state. (This is a big step
and rather involved: for more info, buy The Book, published by Performlnk
. . • it's a fantastic resource. Also try Lawyers for the Performing Ans.)

4.

Money, money, money. Fund-raisers are fun and a good way to make
money and get the word out (not to mention very hard work), but you're
not going to get any big money (unless that rich Uncle finally croaks)
until you have your 501 (c)(3). Keep financial records of EVERYTHING,
and from the very stan. Branch out to anyone and everyone you can:
your theater friends are fantastic. but just as poor as you are.
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5.

Columbia Rules! Seriously, there are soooo many people who are excellent resources at the school! (No, we are not being paid for this). Keep in
touch, only good can come from it. (Plug alen!) Call us up, come audition
for us... we love Columbia College students! We know just where you
are coming from. Literally.

And finally:
6.

Don't take our word for it! Who the hell are we giving you all this
advice? Man, we stumble all the time ... sometimes we just want to give
up ... we are flawed ... we are young and talk out of our, ahem, rear
ends, quite a bit ... but nothing compares to looking back. seeing what
you did and knowing you did it yourselves in your own way. Columbia
College taught us: learn by doing. and do it with guts. When Reader critic Mary Shen Barnidge called one of our productions "flawed but daring.·
we couldn't have asked for a better compliment. The laughter, the tears,
all those cliches . • . we wouldn't trade it for anything.

The Box production history:

The Universe/ Wolf (A Vicious New Version of little Red Riding Hood). by Joan M.
Schenkar, and The Love Talker, by Deborah Pryor, Comservatory, October, 2004)
When Profanity Fails, ensemble-written solo performance evening. Frankie J"s
MethaDome Theater, May-June. 2004
Shades of Red. Four Tales of Horror and Intrigue. ensemble-written. at Frankie J's
MethaOome Theater, October, 2004
Oarlc Ride, by Len Jenkin, at Chicago Actors SI\Jdio, May, 2005
The Dream Eaters (An Evening of Solo Performance). ensemble-written. at the NeoFuturarium. Augus~ 2005
Meg Graves is e recent graduate of Columbia College Chicago, where she ma1ored in
acting. She is e cofoonder of the Box Theatre Group.
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Trials and Tribe-ulations
by Zach Laliberte
he American Heritage Dictionary defines a tribe
Once the decision to mount Hair in Chicago was final. we
as a group of people sharing an occupation, an
started making a list of things to do. We cut a deal with one
interest, or a habit. This description is a little
theater to get rehearsal space. a different theater to use their
vague, but if a sentence in a dictionary were
shop for construction. and a third theater to actually host the
capable of capturing the essence of something like love,
production. We had fundraisers and yard sales and mailed
the human race would be reduced to games of chess.
out letters to hundreds of people asking for donations. We did
warfare, and whole-wheat toast.
the things that artists are the worst at ... business. We
In 2003, I was in a production of Hair: The American
The Tonkawa Thealle Tnbe's produc/Jon
worked day and night. We breathed, dreamed, even bled the
of Ha r opened in Febroary 2005 at
Tribal Love-Rock Musical at Columbia College. The work
world of the theater. (I actually stabbed my hand cutting
Srrawdog
Theatre.
mowd
co
live
Ba,t
was unlike anything I had ever encountered. We embraced
scenery away from the lighting booth on opening night and
Theater
the followmg month, and transthe concepts of the show and tried our best to live through
had to duct-tape a wound that probably needed stitches.
fened to the Lakes/Jore Theatre mApr,/
the message of love and unity. Out of that student producThe show must go on.)
for 8 fwe-week run.
tion, the Tonkawa Theatre Tribe came together through
We were the cast. the understudies, and the crew. We hung
smiles and hugs, friendly promises and artistic visions.
the lights. we designed the sound, we built the props. We did the show when
Tonkawa is an Indian name that means "Those who stay together.·
we were short band members and cast members. After each performance we
A regional theater producer who had seen us worl( at Columbia commiswere the strike crew. the movers. and the organizers. When we extended the
sioned us to put on a show, and we began the process of mounting our first
run due to popular demand, we had to move to a different venue. We had to reprofessional endeavor, Godspe/1. There were fourteen of us. We had made a
block the show without a director and redesign the set without a designer. We
connection through shows at Columbia--a group of actors. singers. musicians.
repeated this process when we extended again and moved to a larger space
and friends preparing to take on the weight of the world. With no money to pay
for another month.
for a rehearsal space, we rehearsed in a tribe membe(s tiny studio apartment.
After giving our lives to Hair for five months straight, the tribe decided it
No compensation was received and none was asked for. We were in love-in
was time to move on. Our members have pursued other projects, but the
love with the idea that we could create, that we were artists, that we could
Tonkawa Theatre Tribe still exists, and when the time is right we will regroup
not be stopped.
for a new venture.
Our show was successful. Well, moderately ... but we did it. We opened
How does one measure success? When you love what you do, success
Godspe/1 in Tennessee and planned to bring it to Chicago. We thought about
is measured by how long you get to do it. But success is also a measure
the ideal.
of change-and how much you enjoy what you have become.
The world does not function on idealism. When we returned to Chicago. there
was not a production in sight. Without funding, things dragged to a halt. We did
Zach Lal1bene graduated from Columbia College Chicago ,n 2003
what people who need to raise funds do ... we had a fundraiser. It was too litWithe BA in acrmg
tle, too late. Our momentum had died. As the crevice between the actors and
the material widened, we began to contemplate the appropriate course of
action, and eventually there was only one thing to do. We needed to go back
to what made us a tribe of "those who stay together."
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Kissing Gertrude Stein. or: Ionesco Buys aStein aBeer
A short, experimental play by Sean Miller
Gertrude Stein and Eugene Ionesco sit across from one another at a table,
each has a stein of beer. After a long pause in which neither party moves.

IONESCO: I've had a lovely time dining with you this evening,
I hope you'll allow me to take you home and kiss you goodnight at the
door.
Then pemaps we will dine together again in the not too distant future,
And each time we part we'll kiss
And each time we kiss our lips will lock longer and longer
Our embrace will grow tighter and tighter
And eventually you will invite me up into your room
And we will have coitus on your bed.
STEIN: You have no hair the hair on your head is gone it has fallen off your
head your hair is gone gone gone gone gone the way of the hair which is
no longer on a head so bald it has no hair.
IONESCO: It has been so very long since I've felt the touch of a woman,
True, you are not a very attractive woman, yet neither am I an attractive
man,
Therefore we make a sensible match.
STEIN: Nothing could be worse than this which is the worst for this is the
worst by far worser situations are not known nor situations which could
worsen beyond this worse point which is as worse as worse can be.
IONESCO: I am a writer by trade, you too are a writer by trade.
This is a thing we have in common.
Pertlaps we could talk about writing.
This just may break the ice.
(long pause)
I'm afraid I've read nothing you've written.
(long pause)
Would you like me to rub your feet?
STEIN: God OGod OGod OGod OGod OGod kill OGod k.ill OGod kill me
now God kill me OGod now kill me OGod with God's OGod's Ois killing
me in O so many Godly ways O to be killed by a God kill me God Okill
God kill me kil kill kill Okill God kill. Me.
IONESCO: Our Father, who art in heaven went into a bar with a Mexican and a
Hasidic Jew, the Hasidic Jew wouldn't eat without a hat as was the custom in certain parts of Europe at the time in which Our Father sent the
decree that all men should walk under the mistletoe and kiss with tongue.
10 I Beginnings J Columbia College Chicago Theater Center

(pause)

That was intended to make you laugh.
I thought the absurdist way in which I linked the words together humorous.
I also added a reference to kissing with tongue specifically to get you in
the mood.
The mood, that is, for kissing.
Preferably with tongue.
STEIN: I like women women like me like women like me like me I like women
who like women who like women who like women who like me like me
like a woman likes a woman who likes me.
IONESCO: Ah.
How very odd it is, and quite peculiar.
For I too like women,
I like them very much
I even like you, as you are a woman.
Men and women lit well together
Men make women happy.
As I am a man and you are a woman
I will make you happy.
STEIN: The lies people tell are always telling lies I can't abide by lies in dusty
rooms where lying liars lie under lies told by liars in lying times full of
lying tongues.
IONESCO: II you were to let me drive you home tonight
And sleep in your bed with you,
I would still be there tomorrow when we wake.
STEIN: Tomorrow isn't a day I've seen nothing about tomorrow tells me
tomorrow will come to be seen by me first tomorrow then the next day
tomorrow will mean nothing by the time it comes to be seen by me.
IONESCO: I have a psychiatrist,
We pretend to be friends but we aren't, for
I pay him for the time he spends with me.
He has recently informed me, in the most polite way possible, that
My mother did not hug me enough.
STEIN: Enough is enough is enough of that nonsensical nothingness not worthy of enough talk to fill a void .
IONESCO: He tells me that finding an affectionate lover might help matters.

•
•

.'

STEIN: What can be helped but a helping hand to help a helper out of a heap
of sorrow which is nothing to do with relief and nowhere but down into
a place which will require one's help to return from.
IONESCO: A woman is the wellspring of all pleasure,
Please please me.
STEIN: A plea for pleasing doesn't please the pleaser but please plea for
pleasing for pleas for pleasing makes me feel pleasure.
IONESCO: I believe I could love you. That is,
I have lived many years and have a firm grasp of what I can and cannot do.
And from my experience I am in such a state that I could love almost
anyone,
Therefore it follows that I could easily love you if you'd let me.
STEIN: A man is a man in love with a woman who is in love with the love of
a man who loves women like a man.
IONESCO: There once was a man who loved a woman.
STEIN: And that love was a love of lovers in the skin of a man's woman and a
woman's man for love is love when lovers push through their skin as
only lovers can.
IONESCO: And, as I see it, your skin is a skin wonh sleeping in.
STEIN: If I could sleep I would sleep with you but sleep won't come for it
winds and winds around about a song of love, which never finds its
tonic.
IONESCO: A gin and tonic before dinner,
A hot toddy before bed,
And we'll sleep until the sun comes up.
STEIN: Sweep the sleet from my hean a hean of heans who scares the hard
hean out of hiding.
IONESCO: Hide the sausage, pocket rocket, Pork and beans,
Oly oly ox and free.
STEIN: Talking talkers walk with cocks stalking blocks for to get their rocks
off on clocks ticking away the time until we no longer know each other
in names that we'll recognize .
(music begins to play)
IONESCO: My I have this dance?
STEIN: On the off chance that I dance I dance with chance and chance can't
dance with wet pants for rants come off angry and panting out of stern lips.

STEIN: But I am a blue Jew who knew better than to rue a cockatoo escaped
from a zoo in Kalamazoo who flew with new vigor to you only to be
glued to a down town brown line Monday morning brown bag for a nine
to five whistle stop junction function as a laborer in labor then stop.
IONESCO: I miss you when you're around
And I'm so very tired.
STEIN: Tire spin tired when I try to stop I pop on top of a cop for shoptalk.
IONESCO: Are we there yet?
STEIN: Where yet?
IONESCO: Home.
For as they say home is where the hean is.
A little home in the country where I'll keep my hean.
STEIN: The country what country grows cunt trees this country is the cunt
tree which grows me to harvest.
IONESCO: We'll plant a garden and raise chickens.
We'll sell their eggs at a farmers market,
And watch them travel across the world
Never to return.
STEIN: You're a silly bald man with a tan on your hands that you pat on your
head for lack of hair there no more to share with your gaggle of geese
that flock to your feast.
IONESCO: It was a pleasure meeting you Ms. Stein.
With any luck I'll forget you some day soon.
STEIN: I think I've forgotten I've forgotten to think I can't remember to
remember to forget you forgot me.
IONESCO: Hello, my name is Eugene Ionesco,
It is a pleasure to meet your acquaintance.
(STEIN opens her mouth to speak then pauses for a beat or two.)
STEIN: Yes that's right right that's right yes.
Finis

Sean Miller grsduated from Columbia College Chicago in 2005
with e 8.A. and Jeeves for the west coast this fell ro pursue
his writing.

IONESCO: I'm not blue when I'm with you.
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March 1966
by Terry McCabe

uring the first week of March 1966, the four Chicago daily newspapers published a grand total of two theater reviews. The Tribune
reprinted a New York Times pan of William Inge's Where's Daddy?
playing at a Broadway theater a thousand miles from Chicago, and
the Sun-Times·s theater critic Glenna Syse enthusiastically reviewed a community theater production of Alan Paton's South African drama Sponono playing at
a Hull House neighborhood center on the South Side. Neither the Daily News
nor the American carried a theater review of any sort.
If you had wanted to attend a professionally produced play in Chicago that
week, the newspaper listings offered you five choices. If you were willing to
wait exactly a decade, the 1976 papers would list 34 professionally produced
plays within the Chicago city limits during the first week of March. If you
were to wait a second decade, there would be 54; a third decade, 85. But at
the beginning of March 1966, there were five.
Three of these choices were, to be precise, New York productions that had
come to Chicago on tour: Hello, Dolly!, starring Carol Channing herself, was in
its seventh week at the Shubert; Barefoot in the Park, with a road cast headed up by former movie star Myrna Loy, was in its 42d week at the
Blackstone; and The Deputy, a drama about Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust,
was in its second week at the Studebaker.
If, for some reason, your interest lay in seeing an indigeneously produced
play, you were down to two choices. By far the more prestigious was the
Goodman Theatre, at that point still housing the Goodman School of Orama.
During this era, the Goodman produced plays on a semi-professional basis,
with well-known actors from out of town (which is a redundancy, there being
in 1966 no such creature as a well-known actor who lived in Chicago) supported by student casts; during this particular week, it was running Sidney
Michaels's Dylan, starring Jerome Kilty as Dylan Thomas with eighteen acting students in smaller roles.
Your final option would have been the only one of the five that might have
required a sense of adventure on your pan. Miles south of the Loop, a newly
organized group calling itself Eagles Mere Associates, headed by recently
retired Northwestern University acting teacher Alvina Krause and including
among its young actors future Tony Award-winning director Frank Galati, had
rented an empty theater and opened a repertory season of plays by Bernard
Shaw, Friedrich Ouerrenmatt and Luigi Pirandello. They were this city's first
resident professional repertory theater since a failed attempt to establish a
company at one of the loop's commercial houses in the 1950s. At the end of
12
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Susan Osbom-Mott /left/ and Pauline Brailsford, co-directors of Body Politic Theatre's
1981 production of Twelfth Nighl confer at first rehearsal with Body Politic artistic
director James O'Reilly. The production commenced Body Politic's 1980 reneissence,
end its directors became the first women ever to receive a Best Oirecror Jeff nomination for directing a Shakespeare play. (Photo from the Chicago Theatre Collection,
courtesy of Chicago Public Library, Special Collections and Preservation Division)

their twelve week season. their funds depleted, Eagles Mere Associates
would close up shop forever. But during the first week of March, their hopes
still high, the group was presenting its production of Pirandello's Six
Characters in Search of an Author.
There were some professional theaters in the suburbs. most notably
Candlelight Dinner Playhouse. the nation's first dinner theater. Scattered here
and there in the city were a few community theaters, housed in church basements or Hull House centers. doing genuinely exciting work, occasionally
even including plays by local writers. There was improvisational comedy at
the already internationally acclaimed Second City. But the theater-goer who
wished to see a professionally produced play without leaving the city had
only the five from which to pick.
And none of the five, to put it mildly, had a strong organic connection to
the city around them. To the three New York shows, of course. Chicago was
just another stop on the tour. The Goodman had been producing in Chicago
since its founding in 1925, but at this point of its life it existed to prepare students for careers that could only be pursued on one coast or the other. If a
Goodman graduate wished to get paid to act at the Goodman, he or she
would have to move to New York or Los Angeles and establish a career there,
and then get hired to come back to Chicago as the out-of-town star. Even the
work of Eagles Mere Associates, brave attempt though it was to make its
way as a theater built on the professional talents of Chicagoans, was rooted
in a generic academic vision with no specificity to Chicago. Its menu of three
European plays, two of them several decades old, was exactly what one
might expect a retired theater professor to program, be that professor from
Chicago or Seattle or Boston or Phoenix.

Nowhere on view in Chicago were there professionally produced plays that
spoke in any way to the life of the city. Certainly there were none by Chicago
playwrights; nor were there, except for the doomed Eagles Mere attempt, professional theaters that existed to showcase the talents of Chicago artists; nor
were there any that took the city and its people as its subject.
All that would come. In the future, Chicago would be nationally recognized for the depth and breadth of its theater. Young actors, directors, and
designers from around the country would trickle, and then pour, into the
city on the growing strength of its reputation as a place where it was possible to establish and maintain careers doing theater. What once did not
exist would suddenly be called a scene, then coalesce into a movement,
and finally mature into a multi-million dollar industry.
The journey toward this future began on March 1, 1966. On that day, a
faceless bureaucrat in a state government office in Springfield issued incorporation papers for the Community Ans Foundation, a not-for-profit organization being started up by a Presbyterian minister named Jim Shiflett, with
its official purpose "the establishing of dialogue between the arts, the
church, and the community."
Ouring its thirty years, the CAF and its alter ego, the Body Politic
Theatre, would become the wellspring of the Chicago theater movement,
from which would flow company after company that would make major
contributions to the city's cultural life; it would be nearly destroyed by a
fire that would leave it living a shadow existence for years; days away
from extinction, it would be pulled back from the abyss by the community
it had helped spawn; it would re-invent itself and enjoy a tremendous
renaissance in its second decade; in its third, it would find itself in the
hands of people who neither understood it nor cared about it; it would
plunge into irrelevance, inactivity and a death spasm that would last for
years; when it finally gave up the ghost. its great accomplishments too
distant in time to be remembered clearly by many, it would go to its
grave largely unmoumed.
"But our beginnings never know our ends; T.S. Eliot wrote in a poem
full of remorse and doubt. two emotions that abound in the Body Politic
Theatre's saga. More important than its ultimate failure, however, is the
fact that it lived at all, and that in its ongoing struggles and intennittent
triumphs it changed the landscape of its city.
2004 Terry McCabe
Terry McCabe teaches directJng and text analysis ,n Columbia College's theater
depanment. This an1cle iS excerpted from the introduction to his book ,n progress,
a full-scale history of the Body Pohtic Theatre, due in 2006. His previous book,
Mis-Directing the Play: an Argument Against Contemporary Theatre. iS IJ$8d in college d,recting courses from coast to coast.

The Martinez Manifesto
by Julian Martinez

love the theater. It has an understanding of life which no other art
fonn can rival because it captures and animates the ideals of the
creator. Theater has the benefit of immediacy: it can respond to current events as quickly as someone can form an opinion. However,
theater remains an irony: with all that life, theater has become stale.
I have often heard "the theater is dying." Apparently this concern has
been brought to the attention of past generations as well as our current
one: throughout the 20th century with the advent of film and television, the
theater has suffered and those within complain "the theater is dying."
The advent of film and television has made the audience lazy. The potential audience of theater has shifted their entertainment nexus inside the
house, now having definitive areas called Entertainment Centers where the
amassing of technology and money becomes a competition with the neighbor: "Who has the bigger TVr and "I'd rather watch the game at Joe's, for
he has Dolby Digital 5. 1· and "Todd has a laser disc player, which although
expensive has clear lifelike quality." The audience gets home to put their
feet up and watch Friends happy that the show does everything for them,
including laughing.
The better technology gets, the more lifelike images on the 1V become.
The 1V has become slimmer, looking less like a 1V and working harder to
become inconspicuous. And, with the mutual friendship it shares with the
OVO player, they can deliver to their viewers an art which imitates life.
Theater strives to deliver to their viewers an art which imitates life. If
theater delivers the same package, if theater is far less expensive than
household equipment, and if theater is real and tangible (which is what
technology strives to emulate), then why is the theater dying?
In addition to the audience being lazy, the theater is stubborn. We hold
onto our Old Work, our Crucibles and our Golden Boys and our Oedipus
Rex's like an eight-year-old clutching a security blanket. Why? The kid cannot imagine his life without it, he can hide in his blanket when life gets
tough, he can use it to calm himself down if he gets worked up: it is a
crutch. The eight year old justifies his blanket naming many things he
wouldn't have been able to do without it. These justifications are deadly for
him because he slowly convinces himself it is acceptable that he keep his
blanket throughout his life. We all know this eight year old although happy
and content with the blanket must let go so he can evolve and mature.
Old Work is the theater's security blanket. Old Work is there to catch us
when there is nothing else to do. We justify Old Work saying it holds
Columbia College Chicago Theater Center
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themes which still ask questions of today's audience. making them think. We
slowly convince ourselves that Old Work is necessary: and although we are
happy and content with our "blanket," we must let go to evolve and mature.
There is New Work. Tony Kushner writes sociopolitical plays which
attempt to make its audience aware of current events. Kushner, however,
writes to a particular audience which understands his language: those that
do not, those are familiar with television's Friends and Will & Grace I assume
feel alienated: not because they don't intellectually understand but because
it takes effort.
Theater is made of Old Work and New Work. Kushner champions the ideals
of Old Work: Sophistication. Beautiful words. Beautiful rhY1hms. Complex
ideas. Kushner is considered by this writer to be New Work. Thus, all theater
champions these ideals.
Television does not.
People enjoy television. Television has the largest potential audience for
theater.

Old Work is the theater's security blanket.
Old Work is there to catch us when there
is nothing else to do. We justify Old Work
saying it holds themes which still ask
questions of today's audience, making
them think.
Therefore, the theater alienates itself from the biggest potential audience.
The television supplies the audience with entertainment which feeds its
appetite. If the audience desires knowledge of alternative lifestyle, in addition
to Will & Grace NBC gives it Queer Eye for rhe Straighr Guy. If the audience
requires realism, in addition to Sally and Springer programming ups the ante
with Who Wanrs to Marry a Millionaire? And they watch. The audience and
their television form a happy symbiotic relationship where one influences the
other.
In order for theater to flourish. then. we must not alienate our audience.
Instead, we must celebrate what they want. The theater must also supply
food to feed the appetite. In order to flourish. the theater must degrade itself
and ignore its ideals of sophistication, beauty and complexity.
For a time.
The theater holds a responsibility. Television and film will always be limited
to the advancements of their technology: their pursuit of reality will leave
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them just shy of perfection because they will never be living. The theater is
living. The theater is real. The theater is people talking and other people listening. The theater's responsibility lies in that function: only the theater has
the power to truly influence and speak because it exists between person and
person, not person and machine.
Therefore, because of its function, the theater has a duty to culture. The
theater must bring sophistication, beauty and complexity back to the understanding of its audience, because only then can we call our culture sophisticated, beautiful and complex.
But it cannot bring those ideals yet; theater must warm up to them.
We must start small. A fifth grader doesn't start reading Oostoyevsky: he
starts with Judy Blume. Correspondingly, the New Theatre Audience doesn't
start with Shaw; the New Theatre Audience starts with Take Me Our. This is
fine. This is an audience going to the theater.
The duty of theater lies in the slow sophistication of the New Theatre
Audience: we must start with new work familiar to the television audience
then slowly move into the ideals of Old Work so the New Theatre Audience
can enjoy and learn from the tragedy of Agamemnon and discuss them
around the water cooler in place of the shallow one-liners shot between Ross
and Rachel.
We must reform a bond with our audience and take them to the higher
plane of sophistication, beauty, and complexity.
Only when we reform this bond and relate to the audience will the theater
take its rightful place in the influential arts.
Julian Martinez recently took pert in the Steppenwolf
Theatre ·s summer training program. He graduated from
Columbia this spring as an acting major.

Deranged Inhabitants

My Autobiography

Two monologues from a new play
by Kevin Wiczer

by Rachel Kuhn

JACK-(a straight male recluse in his late twenties) I'm sitting here waiting
for a call. You know. one of those calls that you wait for, but you don·t
seem to get until the next day or two? Yeah, that call. And I can't just get
up and leave. because if I was to get up and leave then I'll miss the call,
wasting all the time I've spent here waiting. But you see, I'll let you in on
a little secret. They know you·re waiting. That's right, they know you're
sitting at home like a jerk off waiting for them to call you. You're like
putty in their hands. They could make you wait a month if they wanted
to. Bastards, all of them. How long does a simple call take? Two, three
minutes maybe? One minute if you talk fast. Why is it that out of a
twenty-four-hour day, the person that's supposed to call, can't find a
minute out of the twenty-four hours? Makes you wonder how important
this phone call, which they say is important, really is.
NINA- (a lesbian in her early twenties) I've made a big decision in my life.
Something that I've been thinking about.. but was never sure if I should
go through with it. But since I see that I'm not the only one in this world
who does it, I'm going to follow through. I want to sue companies for
money so that I won't have to work anymore. Work is degrading and
pointless. At least to me. So if I don't want to work, I'll take from those
who do. People should really be more generous with their bounty. At
least I think it's God's plan. Yes, it must have been in the Bible. And if
not, then it should be written in like most of the passages put in by crazy
royal people with their heads up their asses. I've decided to sue Toys R'
Us because children are evil and should be destroyed. I'm going to say
that I fell over a child and ·poof·, free money for physical and mental
anguish. Then I'll take that money and buy a penthouse and put my
mother in a home.
Kevin Wiczer, a senior theater major concentf8ting in acting and directing,
is also active as a playwrighr. These monologues are from his play Deranged
Inhabitants. His work has been performed ar Columbia College
Chicago and ar Harper College in Palarine.

hen I am twelve, my dad comes out to me. With my
mother Debbie at his side. They sit me down in our yellow, linoleum, suburban kitchen and say they have something to tell me. "Mom's pregnant?" I ask. No, they shake
their heads. "Are you sick?" No again. -We're getting a VCR?!" No. "Dad's
gay,· I say. I knock their socks off with that one. Now, I don't know or
remember how that statement surfaces from my twelve-year-old mouth.
But it does. With incredible ease. I say, "Okay." And I go to my room,
lay belly down on my bed and cry. For my mom. I would later cry for
my dad Kevin.
Debbie Kuhn is born on April 22, 1949. Earth day and a baby boomer.
Grows up in Fairfield, Connecticut where they say "idear· rather than idea
and going out for dinner always means dress up time. When my mom was
twenty-four, she takes her green Volkswagen Bug on a solo road trip from
Peoria, Illinois to Roseburg. Oregon. She wants independence, adventure
and a teaching job. She buys a house on the bank of the Umqua River. She
buys a dog. Mack. She gets a job teaching special needs middle schoolers.
She meets my dad on a Sunday mom in a small community church. They
both stand up as the minister asks guests to stand and learn that they are
both from Illinois. Six years later I am born. Three and half years alter that
my four-month-old Korean brother arrives at O'Hare airport. My mom still
gets misty when she remembers going on to the airplane to meet her son
and take him into her arms for the first time.
My mom has random black eyebrow hairs. I like to point them out and
tell her to pluck them. Debbie-Mommy always laughs at that. She and I
are exploring Buddhism together. We both read the book When Things Fall
Apart this summer. She loves her Starbucks and my dad and I tease her for
being a corporate-consumer-push-over. Debbie is not a push-over.
I look at her sometimes and wonder how she does it. But then I wonder
how my dad does it. How any one on this earth does it. Buddhism has
taught me that. To be curious and what makes us tender, what makes us
want to run. And then I wonder about the person I would be if my parents
hadn't sat me down that one fall evening and listened to their twelve year
old say the last thing they expected to hear.
Rachel Kuhn graduated from Columbia this spring as a
BFA acring major and recently appeared in the Box Theatre
Group's solo performance evening The Dream Eaters.
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Kali Ma
They used to give me fruit.
The blood oranges were, I suppose, sort of a joke. At my expense.
(Of course.)
And they were hard on my stomach and my mouth,
Familiar acids, havoc-bent.
I preferred the melons, of pale variety
Bananas, papayas, mangos when I could get them
Anything tropical, with the bite baked out of it. My lips are blistered,
My tummy jumpy.
Peppermint tea would be great, but of course (lament of the gods)
They never ask me what I want.
Before the fruit, there was meat. They offered it up tartar,
Purple and screaming as if I were the maniac
which-okay-I had the one bad day.
It might have been an eon, actually.

When the Raktabija Demon threatened the universe, the gods couldn't slay
him because
Every drop of his blood that hit the battlefield turned into another Demon,
So that when he suddenly numbered in the tens of thousands
And the other gods suddenly saw the point of the rampaging bitch goddess
With a mile long tongue,
Who was suddenly asked to the prom?
And who got drunk there?
And who danced?
And who better'?
Who eats pain, swallows despair, devours timeWho suffers acid reflux?
Exacerbated by all the bad press.
There are consequences, people.
From the pictures you·d think it was nothing but dancing
Naked and wildhaired in the crematorium,
Doh The Terrible Mother!
Let me tell you something. You always have to kick a little ass
To make room for the next generation.
And someone has to be on hand to devourDispose ofThe biowaste.
Sure, you've seen the old pictures of me straddling Shiva,
Eating his intestines,
But don't ever imagine it's easy on the digestion,
His or mine.
1e
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Shiva, my blue skinned mediator, meditator,
Lover cool as cucumber and yogurt,
He is a slave for my blood burned palate.
For him I hang up my chamal necklace, my girdle of severed legs,
He breathes. in and out, trees spring up in groves.
Cypreee, scrub, fig.
One word from him and I'm served melons; soft skulls,
Easy on the ancient, geek cracked teeth.
He breathes in and out
One word from me and he opens his third eye
The figs fly, the scrub bums, the cypress withers.
Shiva is the only one who really gets me.
He certainly tries to mollify me with meat.
Spices, candles, goats, gore
I keep my house and I need none of these.
Apologize, Pacify, Purchase-go on!
I am life and death, not a six pack of redemption
Propitiation is at best wrong headed
At worst massacre.
Not that there's anything wrong with a massacre.
They used to give me fruit.
They used to offer me meat.
Some gave me pain, never their own.
These days they give me Evidence
Arguments on my altar that smell, to me,
Of veal.
Shiva sleeps on beside me.
He'll stay in bed all day, ii I let him.
He breathes; in, out, over the ruined groves
Dew forms on his exhalation, water mixes with mud
And anything is possible from there.
I leave my scorched fingerprint on his eyelid
gently enough to keep it from startling open.
He only smiles
And I go back to the morning paper
Tongue stretched out to lick up the wortd.
Stephanie Shaw reaches sering and salo performance.
Formerly a member of Iha Nao-Fururisrs,
she is currently with rh8 performance enSBmbla
BoyGirl&,yGirl, which appeared in live Bait
Theater's "Fillet of Solo" festival this wmmer.

